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What do you think is a boy's sport?

What do you think is a girl's sports?

volleyball … indoor sport

baseball…outdoor sport

image 44.00%

school 29.00%

other reasons 27.00%

Tag rugby
Tag rugby is very simple sport which you run 

with a ball, dodge your opponents, and try to 

pass the ball in order to cross the line.

Ｑ Do you agree with having separate PE  

       classes for boys and girls?
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Most  boys and girls agreed having separate 

PE classes. The main reason for both boy's 

and girl's opinion was "physicality". But  

surprisingly, they are interested mixed sex 

sports too.

As you can see  in graph 2 about the same 

percentage of boys and girls agreed with Q2.

Conclusion

Ｑ Are you interested in mixed sex sports?
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【what can we do?】
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【the most important feature】
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Gender 
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"What do other students think of mixed sex sport ?" 

In conclusion, we wondered if there was anything we could do to help. So we made a 

presentation to our principal advocating the incorporation of tag rugby in next year's 

sports festival. The principal readily agreed to our proposal and negotiated with the 

physical education department to include mixed sex sports in our PE classes. With these 

changes, our school is changing and embracing the objectives of SDG Goal 5. In order to 

further enhance students’ feelings of “fun, friendship, and equality”, we will approach 

the principal again and the introduction of more classes about the SDGs, create posters 

for mixed sex sports, and post the video of this presentation on the school website. We 

will work with our school’s administration and students to achieve gender equality and 

with the hope that one day the word "gender equality" will not be necessary.

girls have a negative impression of mixed sex sports

take the tag instead of tackling so you can 

play an equal and fair game. And through 

tag rugby we can contribute to the 

achievement of

22%    29％

   47% 51% 

14%  11%

This graph showed us girls 47% of girls 

and 51%  of boys agreed. 16% of girls 

and 10% of boys disagreed. Both of 

them are almost same percentage.

Also, They answered that they wanted 

MSS in their sports day.
Let's work together with our 

teachers to promote gender 

equality in our schools !!!

Methodology: Questionnaire

                           13 Questions about gender and sports  

                           N = 257 ( First Year High School Students)

Hypothesis:

Results

Sample Questions

Graph 1  shows the main reasons for having these 

images of girl's and boy's sports
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